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ON THE CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS OF
REAL MATRICES

H. h.SCHAEFER

Abstract. If A is a real »Xn-matrix whose absolute |i4| has

spectral radius 1, and if e is a unimodular characteristic value of

A, then all odd (respectively, even) powers of « are characteristic

values of A (respectively, of |.<4|). In particular, such t must be a

¿th root of unity for some k, 1 g£g2n.

Since the theory of nonnegative square matrices is well developed

(cf. [l], [2], [4]), it appears to be desirable to extend some of its

methods and results to larger classes of matrices; it is the purpose of

this note to indicate such an extension. The idea of utilizing prop-

erties of the matrix \A\ =(|a,y|) to obtain information on A =(a¿j)

can be adapted to operator-theoretic settings (such as the one con-

sidered by Rota [3]) but doing this in the desired generality requires

technical elaboration, and we hope to publish detailed results else-

where. On the other hand, the case of finite square matrices is of

independent interest.

We use the notation and terminology of [2]. Throughout this note,

A = (an) denotes a real «-square matrix. We write | A \ — (| a,-y| ), and

| x| = (| x,| ) for any (complex) re-vector x = (x<). Sp A denotes the set

of characteristic roots (spectrum) of A, and r(A) denotes the spectral

radius (largest of the moduli of the characteristic roots) of A.

Theorem. Let A be a real n-square matrix satisfying r(|^4|) = l.1

If eGSp A and |e| =1, then e24+1GSp A and e2*GSp |^| for all
integers k.

Proof. Obviously the assertion holds for re = l. Proceeding by

induction on re, we can suppose that A is indecomposable [2, p. 122],

and re^2. If «GSp A, |e| =1, then ex=^4x for some w-vector x

= (xi)^0. It follows that |x| ^ |.¡41 |x|, hence |x|=|^4||x| and

|x| >0, since | ̂ 4 j is indecomposable and r(|^4|) = l. Let 7?,=sgn x¿,

T/<í=sgn an, r,= |x¿| >0 (î, 7 = 1, • • • , re). We obtain the equations

ft

(i) «?.*■< = 2 I an I mmt>
3=1
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1 Unless IA \ is nilpotent, r(| A \ ) = 1 is a normalization. We shall use it for con-

venience of formulation.
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n

(2) r{ = J2 | an | r3
y=i

for t = l, • • • , m. Multiplication of (1) by (er/j)-1 and comparison

with (2) yields e~Nfr"l'WW*fci whenever a¿y ̂ 0. Since ij</™±li it

follows that X(i) = (r¿r;¡i+1) is a characteristic vector of .4 belonging to

e2k+1, and y(*) = (r^t)2*) is a characteristic vector of | A |   belonging to
€2t

The first of the following corollaries is well known.

Corollary 1. If A =0 satisfies r(A) = 1, the unimodular spectrum of

A is a union of groups of roots of unity.

Corollary 2. Let A be real, n-square and satisfy r(A)=\. If

e£Sp A is unimodular but not a kth root of unity for any k^2n, then

r(\A\)>l.

In the sequel we denote by Gm the group of all mth roots of unity.

Corollary 3. Let A be real, n-square and indecomposable, and

suppose that r(A) =r(\ A \ ) = 1. Then for some m, l^m^n, and every

unimodular characteristic root i of A, one has e2EGm and the unimodular

spectrum of A is the coset eGm.

To prove Corollary 3, we note that a theorem of H. Wielandt [4]

asserts that in the present circumstances e~lA is similar to | A \

([2, II.5.7.5, p. 126]; for the proof, see [4, p. 645]). Since | ̂ 4 | is

equally indecomposable, the unimodular spectrum of \A\ is some

Gm, í=m¿n. Finally, e2EGm by the theorem above. (Remark: The

simple example A = (_?¿) shows that, in general, e is a primitive 2«th

root of unity.)

Analogous results can be obtained for real matrices A satisfying

r(^4*) =r(|^4Ä|) for some integer k>l; this includes the power-

positive matrices introduced by A. Brauer [l ].
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